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A short story … 

In Belgium (and many other countries) Easter Egg Hunt is a tradition.  

Under the lockdown grandchildren can’t do the hunt in the grandparents’ 

garden.  Sad.  So I created an alternative. At 10 minutes by bike of both 

houses there is a little forest.  Wednesday pm I created in the forest a 

circle of 50 meters diameter. With branches.  Me staying outside the 

circle. The kids inside.  Eggs were hidden half an hour on beforehand.   

They had already had an egg hunt in their parents’ garden. So I introduced 

an experiment.  The eggs for the 7 years old were hidden in the forks of 

stem/trunk and branches. At eye level for the oldest.  What happened?  

She searched like crazy, inch by inch, for eggs… ON THE GROUND.  As 

most children have done during the ‘previous normal’. She is by nature 

very patient, diligent, focused. Inch by inch, bent over, her eyes were 

scrutinizing the ground.  Passing at barely an arm’s length of eggs several 

times.   

When I finally revealed the ‘new framework’ it was immediately obvious 

to her. And immediately successful.     
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An anecdote that we will recognize from our professional and private lives.  We find what we search for. We 

see what we resonate with (on average in a street most men will have noticed most cars, most women will 

have noticed most persons- I know a cliché .. :) ). We discover what our minds allow, not what is there. 

(barring serendipity like in R&D).  

   

“Of All Blinds, Most Are In Our Minds.” 

(Geri Brouwers) 

But now in a crisis, the trick to get to a new positive reality rather that a somewhat restored previous reality, 

is to open our minds.   But before we go there, where are we today? 

 

BLOGPOST: from Danger to Destination. 

March 2020.  The COVID-19 virus spread is taking threatening proportions and internationalising. 

Week 1 of March2020:  Governments all over Europe take measures, mostly of ‘we strongly advice’ nature. 

March 11th, the WHO declares COVID-19 a pandemic; 1st fatal case in Belgium. 

Week 2 of March2020: Governments all over the World take measures, mostly of ‘we impose’ nature.  

Individuals, families, communities and nations start a massive Change Journey. Friday 13th of March: Strict 

containment measures are imposed. 

Week 3 of March2020:  Thursday 18th of March: Belgian Authorities ‘address’ and ‘adapt’ a second time. 

Friday 20th of March: Belgium implements a ‘light’ borders’ closing (only people; not cargo) 

Week 4 of March 2020:  Belgium Authorities ‘address’ and ‘adapt’ a third time. Measures are being tuned to 

secure effectiveness, understanding and buy-in. Friday 26/03, 15 days and 353 deaths after the 1st fatal case 

in Belgium:  No unnecessary moving around anymore. (again, a lot of Step 2 activities = ‘adapt’) 

Week 1 of April 2020.  Companies test more ‘innovative’/ ‘unusual’ practices.  Friday 03rd of April.  Another 

‘adapt’: The Belgian government published fine-tunings and clarifications on the existing measures in the 

Legal Gazette. No new measures for now.  

Friday 10th of April, 4 weeks after Tzero.  Curves in countries seem to flatten. Knowing this is a cluster-by-

cluster and outbreak-by-outbreak type of disaster, top caution is still enforced. 

Wednesday 15th April. The Government Security Council prolongs current measures till May 3rd. i.e. till the end 

of WEEK 7 and adds guidelines for Care Homes. They are not well received: Confusion battles with Clarity. The 

rest home ‘ADAPT’ is perceived as a lack of ‘ADDRESS’ : do they know what is really going on in these centres?  

As heard in the streets… “No verdict on schools?  huh! What is going on?  Are they waiting for data? Are 

they in disagreement? Are they waiting for testing capacity? For mouth mask capacity? Why are they not 

coming up with plans to switch back from containment to mitigation?  Austria, California, Denmark, Spain are 

publishing ‘roadmaps’ for re-opening …” 
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Nobody expects the Gov to come up with railroad like time tables. But they could publish CSF’s.  Right?  

(Critical Success Factors). Transparency breeds Trust, Co-Thinking, Co-creating, co-operations.  

What am I talking about?  In Disruptive Change it is ALWAYS impossible to publish a concrete time table. So, 

expectation management of thát is something many people master very well.  Yet, it is often possible to build 

– progressively – clarity on what variables and parameters drive plausible time tables  

 

Let’s try to go there, step by step. (be mild on me, this was written before WHO issued their ‘relaxation 

guidelines’   ) 

 

What is it that needs be accomplished?  I.e. what does success looks like in the next period?  

1) Protection of medically (incl care) and enforcement active personnel (enforcement = police, fire brigade, 

customs, judiciary, etc) as individuals +  protection of medical/care and enforcement capacity (total 

available FTE’s to stay ahead of the curve) 

2) Positive sheltering of the most vulnerable citizens 

3) Opening of  

a) economical essential physical operations (just like essential vs non-essential travel)  

b) schools – in a staggered approach and with as main goal “to allow parents active in essential domains 

active”.  

c) <easy to safely maintain+ easy to audit>  social distancing operations (e.g. garden centres) 

4) No fall back into lockdown 

5) No re-introduction of new Patients zero (espec. from abroad)  

 

Success Parameters that could drive migration from <containment>  to <mitigation>  

1) There must be a sustained reduction in cases for < time parameter >  on chosen <epidemic describing 

parameters> in the chosen country. 

a) Time parameter =  E.g. at least 14 days (= the unknown variable re evolution from unrecognisable 

contamination to recognisable symptomatic)  

b) Epidemiological parameters : e.g. (new cases detected per day, new patients declared sick per day, 

new cases hospitalised per day, new cases admitted to ICU per day, new cases of fatality per day) 

2) Hospitals and care centres in the country must be able to <safely>  treat all patients requiring COVID care 

incl.  hospitalization, without having to resort to <sub-optimal>  standards of care, or standards of care 

that can be easily overwhelmed by a second peak 

a) <safely> implies the abundant presence of safety equipment 

b) <sub-optimal>  e.g. implies not to be forced into unethical or impossible choices 

3) Country Operations  needs to have the <ability> and <capacity>  to at least test <appropriate> 

subpopulations  

a) < ability> means well trained, well skilled people 

b) < capacity> means enough of these staff 

c) <appropriate> can e.g. mean ; all front line workers mentioned above), plus all people with symptoms 

in <open space>;  plus  all people in <closed spaces>   i.e. care centres 
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4) The country has <capability> and < capacity>  to conduct monitoring of confirmed cases and the persons 

they had contact with in the <chosen period> . 

a) <capability> can e.g. mean that governmental+private partners tutorial to implement a digital tracking 

system (e.g. anonymous Bluetooth)  are widely available in country 

b) <capacity> means the software or other system is available in at least 8.000.000 copies (population 

over 20 y)  

5) Any corporation/small business/etc  wanting to open up have to produce a  “Rules of Engagement” 

document that plans the health safety operations (e.g. painted lines for distancing; soap/alcohol gel at 

every main entrance/ reception desk has digital temperature device for visitors/gloves and mask at every 

relevant point-of-work bench/internal tutorials/contact ledger/ shorter staggered shifts/ staggered work 

days/etc etc) 

a) For the firm it constitutes an auditable plan document  

b) For the employee it constitutes a time-limited addendum to the employment contract.  

6) No fall back into lockdown risks 

a) No close crowding e.g. concerts, festivals, until vaccination has widely happened.  

7) Borders remain closed unless/until the neighbouring country has a similar plan of action.  

 

 

Parameters that drive fall back to a second lockdown in case of force majeure. 

- Sudden rise in hospitalisation rates 

- Sudden rise of one or more regional high intensity clusters (e.g. in a small town 30% testing positive)  

- Large disease spread in health care workers and security workers  

- Frequent and repetitive lack of adherence to social distance guidelines whether in the public space or 

the corporate space 

- Discovery of new data on the virus.  

 

No worries.  

The above was just a mind game.  

A simulation. Nothing evidence-based nor eminence-based.  Just an illustration that returns to previous 

moments of disbelief or frustration are always possible.   But, more importantly, that starting the works on a 

next more positive reality is always positive.  

In the story of ‘The Three Clocks’ we are now deep into Exploration&Experimentation territory. Into Step 3: 

ADOPT. 

 

Now(*)  is the time to be daring, think out of the box, challenge our ‘blinds’, start up ‘impossible’ 

things, move faster, try stuff,  take risks, fail forward, do things. To ask forgiveness later instead 

of permission upfront, and any other things that can move the whole change into new positive 

normality.   

(*)  ‘Now’ here means ‘at this stage’. I am not well placed to say if any country/industry/school/organisation is already rather more in 

the ADOPT phase than in the ADAPT stage. I’m merely explaining the principle.  
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The tools above show one thing: in the ADOPT step, NOW is the time to CHANGE the CHANGE. I.e. to change 

the perspective from which we look at the change. To even change the nature of the change…. 

“In the ADOPT step, we aim 

 to Change the Change.”  
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From here on we are shifting mind-sets, shifting minds.  

From working hard and smart on how to get away from danger, we more and more shift to working hard and 

smart on how to get nearer to a Preferred Next Reality. Or what Marc Princen calls “a new positive normality”. 

(thank you Marc for the suggestion).  

 

 

We focused and focus on ADDRESSING exactly what to contain, mitigate etc. On what integrities to protect & 

preserve (citizen’s health, hospital system, economy, cash flows, etc). On what change is needed to shield us 

from the Adversity that is suddenly and massively impacting us. So that we get a change to get back in the 

game and get ahead of the curve. 

 

From the ADOPT phase onwards the focus in on how to come closer and closer to a next positive normality. 

We start to focus on what Change is needed to do well and be well, to compete and succeed, in the 

Destination Period, i.e. the next positive normality.  

 

Mind you, this too is not one single arrow. As usual in Disruptive Change there are several transit curves going 

on.  
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For thát we need to change our minds, our mind-sets. We need to change the change.   Since, “Of All Blinds 

Most Are In Our Minds” (GGB)   

 

Illustration 55:  Many tools are available to shift from Change-from-Danger to Change-to-Destination.  
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Illustration:  

o  “Play-the-Perspectives” = play around with perspectives until the team find one that is more 

attractive and more promising – see blogpost 3) 

o “Find a + Feeling” =  ask around, dialogue, share, seek until you find something in the change 

you can have a positive feeling about  - see blogpost 3)  

o “Bring on Bright Spots” = for something that you consider impossible or improbable, chances 

are somebody else somewhere in the world is doing it. Find her/him 

o “Slice-to-Nice” = in disruptive change, don’t go for gold immediately; don’t set up yourself to 

fail. Go for qualification first, then for bronze, then for silver, then for gold.   

Other approaches will be featured in the coming blogposts.  

o “Switch Switches” = find the switch/switches that will make all the difference. Activate it, full 

force 

o  “Shape Surroundings” = help people sustain; change the surrounding they work in. make 

adapting easy.  

o “Seek Sherpas” = for specific challenging terrains seek help from persons who are more 

naturals on those terrains.  

o “Build New Habits” = promote what works in the new positive normality to be new winning 

routines.  Make the adaptations default.  

 

All blogposts published can be found on my publication website: http://zius.net/how-to-progress-change/   

 

HOW TO DO THAT? HOW TO GET GOING IN THE ADOPT NEW PRACTICES STEP?  

Before we dive into these blogs I want to answer some requests/questions I got from readers. Like the 

question: “If change is so fluid, surely fixed order clocks can’t work, can they?” 

This is a good time for me to illustrate that  “The Three Clocks” are not a static given.  They are merely the 

illustrations that 3 dimensions are present simultaneously.  A) the human transit curve, B) organisational 

maturation steps, and C) tools, tips & techniques that can accelerate maturation.   

Also, the ‘hours’ (1 o’clock, 5 o’clock, etc) are merely nicknames for ease of remembering/dialoguing.  These 

are not fixed equal units. Here are 3 examples.  

Case 1: imagine a global SAP roll-out that takes 4 YEARS 

In the case of a massive change like a worldwide roll-out of SAP – a massive and potentially disruptive change 

– one can imagine that not too much time is allocated to the 

ADDRESS phase (what exactly will change). Mostly the 

worldwide top + top SAP executives are involved). The 

ADAPT phase (e.g. communication on how the change-over 

is planned to happen) is short too. Mostly country MT + 

consultant SAP teams are involved. Then the bulk  is ADOPT 

(rolling it out; finding new and better ways of working; plus 

http://zius.net/how-to-progress-change/
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opportunities) ; Finally after the roll-out is complete:  ANCHORING (making it a default process that can be 

operated without excessive effort) .  Something like this: (please notice that the Steps overlap) 

 

Illustration 56:  In rather technological changes the ADOPT step can take most of the time and energy.  

 

Case 2: imagine a regional war that takes 4 YEARS  

In the case of a war, one can imagine that it 

will take a year to ADDRESS (i.e. what the 

hell is going on here? What are all the 

parties? All the interests? All the 

implications and consequences. Followed 

by a long ADAPT (economy crashing, 

migration, hunger, infrastructure 

destruction etc).  Only in the latter part of 

the total change timeframe can people 

think about rebuilding some ways of 

working (ADOPT). And still later: about preserving and sustaining new forms of living together. Including the 

creation of new global institutions (NATO, UN/WHO/WTO).  Something like this.  
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Illustration 57:  In major, destructive conflicts, the ADAPTING to dramatic realities often takes lots of time and energies. (notice the 

overlaps) 

 

Case 3: imaging a major cultural change 

 (E.g. at a major organisation like 

the Inland Revenue or the 

National Railways or after a major 

M&A)  

In the case of cultural change one 

can imagine that not too much 

time is spend in ADDRESS (in the 

end it is well known how to re-

write vision statements, mission 

statements, or build hierarchies, etc).  Then, communication is often via roll-outs, so not much time is giving 

to people to ADAPT.  There is – considering on the one hand the inspiration and mobilisation and on the other 

hand some (gentle) coercing – not too much time spend on ADOPTING.  But, as relapses are common in 

Cultural Change often there is a significant amount of time and energy necessary to truly ANCHOR the desired 

new behaviours.  Something like this.  
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Illustration 58:  In cultural change it pays to invest enough (time+energy+money) in gains made. So that the gains get anchored. 

(notice the overlaps) 

 

In any case, the ‘clocks’  CAN’T  be static as most transit curves aren’t linear nor uninterruptedly sequential. 

I have already highlighted several times that both returns to a previous stage (mindfully) and relapses to a 

previous stage (provoked) happen often.   

 

 

This implies then that all tools are there to be engaged. Whenever you see it as appropriate.  It is just that 

some work better at some moments than other.  
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Illustration 59: To start evolving to the next Destination, a positive new normality, all tools can be used.  

 

 

Other readers have asked me: “What about things that we usually use in good times? Like Purpose building, 

Identity building, Skill building?” 

Many of these will work under circumstances of disruption that you didn’t trigger yourself. 

With one caveat, you have to watch out for keeping credibility.  

A politician that promises too soon that “all will be fine”, “we have passed the peak” risk losing his authority.  

Too single-minded identity moves (“ this company will deliver on the mouth mask/ventilator challenge because 

we are one of the greatest company in this field”) must be careful of not alienating partners it might need 

unexpectedly.  General Managers, VP and Association representatives should be mindful ‘container 

communication’  = ‘one-size-fits-all communication can lead to ‘unforced errors’. (This is very different from 

change that is driven by ourselves in which often communications like “burning platform”, “the train is leaving 

the station”, etc work very well and have little potential for backfiring).  

In one week I had phone conversations 2 executives from pharma/device 

companies. Once was comfortable that the ‘deep pockets’ would make any 

shifts and changes almost certainly possible; the other executive lost 80% of 

gross sales in 3 weeks…. Beware…  

And in the last 10 days I had 2 conversations also, with managers at MT level. 

One did a courageous thing, du jamais fait at her company, and seeing the value 

Illustration: logo from my booklet ‘On Trust’.  
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the rest of the MT members rallied around her. The other person wanted to do something bold, but the 

company culture resisted. “This is not us…”.  

So, just like the separate mini-series on Change Dragons and the step-aside blog about the Tarzan swing, I will 

share some thoughts on “Purpose versus Pains” in a next blogpost (probably Monday or Tuesday). Then we 

will resume again with the “8 o’clock tool:  Switch Switches”.  

 

In short:  The 5 line line-up: 

 In the ADOPT phase we shift from looking at the Change-vs-Danger to looking at Change-vs-

Destination. 

 When it is not possible to use timelines to give people hope, consider parameters. 

 The ADOPT Step is the time to expand mind-sets. “Of All Blinds, Most Are In Our Minds.”  

 Tools available to progress toward a positive new normality are “Find a +Feeling”, “Bring on Bright 

Spots”, “Slice-to-Nice”, “Switch Switches”, “Seek Sherpas” and “Shape Surroundings”.  

 Clocks are not static. That is merely a reflection of drawing limitation.  In practice it is a matching 

game between external dynamics and internal dynamics.  

 

 

More, soon!   Enjoy reflecting. Enjoy contributing. Enjoy your teams.  

Geri G. Brouwers  

bro@meta-meta-be | 0032-476-43.30.31 
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For other text on Leadship, Teamship, Change and Trust, please consult  

 The publication website www.zius.net 

 All blogposts are also published on http://zius.net/how-to-progress-change/  

 My LinkedIn page containing several more brief yet illustrated blogposts https://www.linkedin.com/in/geri-

brouwers-meta-zius/  
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